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From sleek integration and the latest tech to dark
details and textural surfaces, dive into this year's
latest looks in kitchen and bathroom design.
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ITCHENS HAVE TRULY BECOME THE
social gathering space for family and
friends, and are more integrated into
our living areas than ever. Bathrooms, on
the other hand, have become private and
luxurious spaces that are more day spa
than washroom.
The most prominent looks this year
are moody glamour, industrial eclectic,
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Nordic minimalism or even a combination
of these. What they all have in common
are the exquisite touches that will make
your kitchen or bathroom unique and a
reflection of your home and personality.
In recent years, we've had an
explosion in choices, so pulling together
the look of your kitchen or bathroom
can be daunting. So let's start with a few
essential selections.
AN INTEGRATED KITCHEN
When your kitchen is part of an open plan
dining and living zone, appliances can
sometimes look out of place, but you can
conceal particular fridges, dishwashers
and microwaves with cabinetry for a
seamless look.
Induction cooktops can sit flush
with your benchtop, or there are now
integrated gas hobs that are built into
the actual stone work surface. Sinks can
be built from the same material as the
benchtop, such as reconstituted stone,
stainless steel or cement.
This continuous look allows other
objects to take your attention, such as
beautiful pendant lighting or feature stools.
Opt for cabinetry with no handles or touch
catches, or choose new oversized feature
knobs or leather tabs for a unique touch.
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Left: This design from JAG Kitchens features
marble, touches of black and an integrated
fridge. Right and opposite page, top: Both
from Edgewater Terraces by Metricon Homes,
this bathroom's dark interior with freestanding
bath is rich, moody and sophisticated, while
in the kitchen the seamless benchtop with
integrated induction cooktop feels part of
the living space. Opposite page, bottom:
This design from Freedom Kitchens has a
Scandinavian edge with dark grey cabinetry,
feature pendants and stools.
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THE INTRODUCTION OF
BESPOKE FEATURE HARDWARE
OR INTEGRATED APPLIANCES
ACT AS GREAT FOCAL POINTS
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Above: This kitchen from Alby Turner & Son
has a Scandinavian feel with panelling in the
island cabinetry, pendant lights and pale
wood bar stools. Left: Black fittings and Sahara
Noir porcelain tiles from Italia Ceramics on
the wall and floor create a moody contrast
with a pale marble feature wall. Right: From
Eco Outdoor, the Dover Antique Limestone
flooring and Glazed Espresso Cotto tiling
creates an industrial mood with concrete sinks
and vintage pendant lighting. Far right: Astra
Walker Old English Matte Black Tapware has
a vintage quality, available from Routleys.
Opposite page, top: Meir Australia matte black
curved tapware brings out the dark grout to
contrast with white tiling, while a freestanding
bath from Reece on a floating platform next to
some indoor greenery creates a "day spa every
day" look (top right). Opposite page, centre:
Opt for a touch of glamour with moody matte
black tiles from Ceramica Tile and Design, and
led lighting behind the mirror.
.
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WE'RE MOVING TOWARDS
MOODY, ATMOSPHERIC
BATHROOMS THAT ARE RICH,
LUXE SPACES.
"Handle-free kitchens are still very
popular but the introduction of bespoke
feature hardware or integrated appliances
act as great focal points," says Sophie
Doumbiotis of Alby Turner & Son.
In contrast to integration, stand-alone
ovens have become popular and take
centre stage. We may hide our fridges,
but now we show off glass fronted dual
temperature zone wine fridges in the
kitchen for entertaining within these open
plan living areas.
FINISHES AND COLOURS
High gloss cabinetry has been replaced
with natural look timber laminates and satin
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or matte paint finishes. Rather than going
for an all-white kitchen, look for moody
greys, charcoals and even solid black for a
dramatic effect. If you like something a bit
softer and Scandi inspired, try a few panels
or a feature wall in mint or soft pink.
"People are not afraid of using
laminate with another finish to create
contrast and textural interest," says Simon
Petrou of Jag Kitchens. "Texture and the
use of strong colours such as blacks and
solid colour woodgrains are popular. The
heavily textured laminates in matte are
very close to the real thing, such as Black
Wenge Ravine by Polytec."
Shaker and vertical panelling in
cabinet doors are still strong options
and will help create either a Hamptons
or Nordic aesthetic. Combine this with
open shelving or glass display to show off
textural objects and greenery.
Marble is highly desirable, but it's
not always practical. Honed slabs work
well as splashbacks or even wall panels
in the bathroom, but if you do want it in a
benchtop make sure you have it properly
sealed. Alternatively there are plenty of
natural lookalikes in reconstituted stone,
such as Silestone's Bianco Calacatta and
Eternal Calacatta Gold.
WABI SABI AND NATURAL STONE
If you haven't heard of the term "WabiSabi" yet, then you are about to hear a
lot more about it this year! Wabi-Sabi is
a Japanese design aesthetic that finds
beauty in imperfection and the aging
process, and is a rejection to the sleek, slick
and impersonal style of design we have
seen in the last few years. Think natural
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KITCHEN
MM '

It's so much more than shelves
and containers. It's the place
where school lunches are packed
and it's the backdrop for every
other meal in between.
Make it your organised
start to everyday.

Mimi Separators in three sizes

Quality dishracks to suit all types of kitchens

simplehuman

Oxo Good Grips Containers

Great range of premium bins & bin liners

Rosti Mepal Storers

BATHROOM
No storage space?
No problem. We have solutions
to turn your bathroom into
your very own sanctuary.

howgrds'
Double Sided LED Pedestal Mirrors

Joseprr
Joseph

7

Joseph Joseph Bathroom Set

Evovac Suction Range
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ON TREND
stone, glazed uneven tiles, cement baths
and basins, combined with aged brass
fittings. This is where industrial eclectic
really starts to take shape, especially when
accented with filament pendants glowing
on these imperfect surfaces.
PLAIN OR PATTERNED
Say goodbye to the hexagon as square tiles
are the latest shape used for entire bathroom
walls and floors, or as an accent for a kitchen
splashback. Glazed square shapes give
a rustic, vintage appeal, while the plainer
straight faces are more Nordic which will
complement oak finishes and lashings
of greenery. For the really adventurous,
coloured or contrasting grout between white
square tiles will really bring fun to a space.
Encaustic cement tiles have exploded
back on the scene for their handmade
appeal and endless pattern possibilities.
They do come with a hefty price tag though,
so there are porcelain and ceramic options
to achieve this look on a lower budget. The
patterns work well in kitchens as splashbacks
or as an island bar upstand feature, but
they're too strong for both in the one space.
The same rule applies for bathrooms,
where they work well as an entire floor
or as a feature wall with surrounding
plainer tiles. The latest encaustic patterns
can both complement and freshen a
traditional look, or give bold personality
to a modern bathroom.
FINISHING TOUCHES
Tapware has become like beautiful
jewellery; it's what completes the look of
your design and takes it to the next level.
Long gone are the days where the choice
was simply bright silver or brushed silver.
We have glamorous golds and brass, or
the more serious matte black and gunmetal
grey. Brushed metallics sit beautifully on
natural stone and cement, while black
touches add urban cool to a white palette.
In the kitchen, a feature sink mixer
with a pull out spray nozzle is essential,
however in the bathroom we're moving
away from mixers and going back to hob
basin sets in modern and vintage styles.
BATHROOM TECH
Like any new technology around the home,
here's the latest ways to make life easier
and more luxurious in the bathroom.
Rimless Technology
Toilets with a hidden rim are ultra hygienic
as the germs have nowhere to hide. The
innovative water circulation thoroughly

TEXTURE AND THE USE OF
STRONG COLOURS SUCH AS
BLACKS AND SOLD COLOUR
WOODGRAINS ARE POPULAR

flushes the whole bowl with minimal
chemical detergents, which is a tick for the
environment too.
Sensor, thermostatic and smart toilets
These toilets automatically flush for
you, warm the seat or spray water with
customised temperature and pressure
settings. They'll even dry you off.
Shower systems
Create a day spa in your bathroom with a
shower system that has it all: a rain shower,
hand shower, and customisable spray settings
including head and shoulder massage.
DAY SPA ESCAPISM

To complete the feel of the day spa in the
bathroom, elevate freestanding baths on
a platform, allow display space for candles
and greenery, and bring in as much
natural light through skylights and floor to
ceiling windows.
"We're moving towards moody,
atmospheric bathrooms that are rich,
luxe spaces. Instead of the previous highpolished incarnations, use surfaces in
natural honed and matte finishes as the
emphasis is on texture," says Anita St JohnSweeting of Ceramica Tile & Design. C»

Above: Silestone's Bianco Calacatta surface.
Top: Mistletoe Artisan Encaustic Tiles from
Cerbis Ceramics bring colour into the kitchen,
while Meir Australia's Tiger Bronze kitchen
mixer is a statement piece (right). Opposite
page, bottom: This bathroom from Reece has
"day spa luxe" appeal with matte surfaces and
a freestanding bath. Opposite page, centre:
Rogerseller's Hansgrohe Rainmaker Select 2
Jet Overhead ceiling-mounted shower with
SI 20 Hand Shower with Shower Select Glass 2
outlet valve Shower Select Glass thermostatic
mixer in white is luxurious in a dark, moody
bathroom. Opposite page, top: The Inspira
Smart Toilet from Reece adds a touch of tech to
the bathroom, while white matte square tiles and
dark cabinetry bring Scandinavian appeal (right).
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